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Not every Netflix show is an immediate hit.
And there are quite a few original streaming
series that aren't getting the same kind of
attention as Stranger Things, Orange is the
New Black and House of Cards. But if one
thing is for sure, Miranda Sings has already
carved out quite a strong fan base. And her
new sitcom is destined to become a cult
sensation, however underground it may turn out to be.
Today, Netflix has released a special sneak peek at Haters Back Off. You can check out this special featurette
right here, in all its whacked out glory. The new Netflix originalseries Haters Back Off! promises to be one of
this fall's most exciting and unique series. All eight (8) episodes will premiere globally on October 14 at
12:01am PST exclusively on Netflix.
Based on the character created by Colleen Ballinger, Haters Back Off! delves into the oddball family life of
Miranda Sings. An incredibly confident, totally untalented star on the rise, Sings continues to fail upward by the
power of her belief that she was born famous. It's just no one knows it yet.
The series stars Colleen Ballinger as Miranda
Sings, Steve Little (Eastbound & Down) as
Miranda's overly confident and utterly
misguided Uncle Jim and Angela Kinsey (The
Office) as Miranda's mom, Bethany. Erik
Stocklin also stars as Miranda's neighbor and
best friend, Patrick. And there will be plenty of
guest stars showing up (perhaps self-proclaimed
fan Jerry Seinfeld might even drop by?).
Colleen Ballinger, Christopher Ballinger, Perry
Rein, Gigi McCreery, Jeff Kwatinetz and Josh
Barry serve as an Executive Producers on the
series. Haters Back Off! is produced by Brightlight Pictures. Take a look and hold on. This is going to be one
weird, wild and wacky ride courtesy of Netflix!
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